
 
Sensory Circus Inspired Activities  

 
Sensory Circus Performance 

 
You will need:  

- Access to a computer or phone with internet 
- Speakers or a device that plays sound 

 
Visit www.feeltheatre.co.uk/sensory-circus-online. First decide on some music tracks 
you like from the Sensory Circus playlist. Next decide on a glow performance you’d 
like to watch (there are 3 to choose from). There will be a short introduction from the 

performer, then the glow performance will begin. Dim the lights and close any 
curtains or blinds, the darker the room is the more effective the video will be. Play 

your chosen music track(s) along with your chosen glow performance video. 
 
 

Juggling Scarves 
 

You will need:  
- Neon pink or neon yellow juggling scarves 

- A UV torch 
 

Set up your UV torch on a shelf or table, so that the light fills the room. Using the two 
juggling scarves explore the texture, how they look under the UV light and maybe 

even have a go at some scarf juggling! 
 
 

Space Blankets 
 

You will need:  
- A silver emergency blanket 

- Colourful finger lights 
 

Unwrap your silver emergency blanket, it’ll be very big! You can wrap yourself in it, 
place it under your feet or over your head - whatever you want. Explore the shiny 

texture or listen to the crispy sounds as you crumple it up. You can even shine some 
colourful light onto the blanket using your finger lights to see what patterns it makes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.feeltheatre.co.uk/sensory-circus-online


 
UV Reactive Activities  

 
Taste Safe UV Exploration 

 
You will need:  

- A UV Torch 
- Spinach, Turmeric Powder, Tonic Water 

 
Did you know that there are a number of food and drink items that are UV reactive? 
Spinach, Turmeric and Tonic water are just a few. Set up a sensory play tray or tub 
with the lights off. You’ll see how these different items glow under UV light. Spinach 
glows a deep red, turmeric glows yellow and tonic water glows blue. You can crush 
the spinach, make a turmeric paste with water or fill a clear bowl with tonic water, 
whatever you fancy! Please do not use these items if you have any allergies or 

intolerances.  
 

Glow in the Dark Sensory Bottles 
 

You will need:  
- Glow sticks 

- Water 
- Recycled Plastic Bottle 

- Glitter (Optional) 
 

Whatever bottle you choose, make sure the length of the glow sticks fit comfortably 
in there and that you are able to do up the bottle lid. First snap the glow sticks to 

activate their glow and place them in the bottle. Add glitter if you would like too. Next 
fill up the bottle ¾ way to the top with water. Finally tightly screw on the bottle lid, 
making sure no water leaks out. Turn down the lights and watch your bottle glow! 

When the glow sticks no longer glow, you can replace them. 
 

UV Treasure Hunt 
 

You will need:  
- A UV Torch 

- A room to explore 
 

This one is very simple but is also lots of fun! Move around the room with the UV 
torch exploring different items and objects. See which colours different items glow 

and the shadows they make. 
 
 



 
  

 
 

We hope you have lots of fun! 
 

Feel free to share your activities with us on social media using the hashtag 
#SensoryCircusOnline  

 
You can find us on: 

 
Instagram - @feeltheatre 
Twitter - @feel_theatre 

Facebook - @FEELTheatreCompany  
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